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Exhibition

Life Forms
CLARE SCOTT REFLECTS ON AUSTIN MCQUINN’S SOLO EXHIBITION,
‘HYPERCARBON’, AT THE SOURCE ARTS CENTRE, THURLES.

Austin McQuinn, ‘Hypercarbon’, installation view, The Source Arts Centre; photograph by HelenaTobin, all images courtesy of the artist and The Source Arts Centre

ENTERING THE IRREGULAR rectangle that is The Source

Arts Centre gallery space, one might think there is little that
can be hidden here. There are no annexes, no nooks or crannies, no corners around which one might meet with the unexpected. All the work is visible from the entrance, a generous
gap in the wall, rather than a doorway. However, such openness and clarity does not only serve uncomplicated display. In
the right hands, such a space can be used to allow thoughts to
take shape, beyond that which is immediately seen.
For ‘Hypercarbon’, an exhibition by Tipperary-based artist, Austin McQuinn, all four walls are hung with framed ink
drawings, regularly spaced, more or less. The works on three
of the walls have been sketched on off-white, stained butcher’s paper, blurred as if with old blood that, despite being
scrubbed and scrubbed, never quite rinses away. Inked lines,
ranging in hue from raw umber to yellow ochre, describe
irregular shapes that thrust upwards from the bottom frame,
like rocky outcrops in bleak landscapes, their irregular planes
as striated as muscle tissue. Here and there, these sinuous
paths are interrupted by barnacle-like growths – aggregations
of tiny monochromatic half circles that overlap like feathers or
scales. The effect is of relentless, if tortured, growth. The plain,
umber-coloured frames, which might have entirely contained
such energy, are offset by the ragged edge of the background
wash, and by the irregular painted line that fringes each page,
imprecisely aping the rectangular frame. The impression is of
something out of sight; something shrouded in the mist of
white walls.
While there are echoes of the work of painter, Tom Climent, in these irregular geometric forms, tense with warring
planes, Climent’s seductively coloured, Hy-Brasil-like work,
is rooted in and rises from a recognisable landscape – one
acted on by man. Conversely, McQuinn’s explorations, for
the most part restricted to arterial lines and earthen tones,
burrow down into prehistory, excavating the original lifeforce that shaped man in the first place. The restriction of
tone allows for the natural vibrancy of the materials – fatty
beeswax, manipulated bog oak, pigmented ink – to sound a
common note in our flesh, our bone, our humming blood,
encompassing our shared course as we emerged from the
dark into light.
On the fourth wall, separated by slightly increasing gaps,
are more drawings, this time red ink on a red wash that
extends right to the frame, suggesting a hot thrumming

space of replicating cells, glistening muscle, estuaries of blood.
Beneath these bloody drawings, departing from the wall –
ejected by it, even – are bog oak sculptures, as black as pitch,
created in collaboration with McQuinn’s father, Terence.
These lumpen, fossil-like forms begin a fitful creep across the
gallery floor. This trail of detritus suggests waste from some
prototypical lifeform: a misshapen limb dabbling, perhaps, in
primordial ooze; frozen muscles, welded to blackened precursors of arm bones, arch across stone, as white as bone and
veined with gold. A scapula juts, gobbets of petrified flesh lie
randomly around, as the toothy jaw of an ancient monster
gapes a rictus grin.
The modest size of the sculptures, worked upon separately
over the lockdown by father and son, only serves to stimulate thoughts of lives which twist and writhe beyond these
walls, while lending another dimension to the drawings as
they struggle in their frames. The thought arrives that if I
stay here long enough, these misshapen ‘heads’ might break
from their frames, as the white wall dissolves, revealing itself
as an impossibly delicate emulsion over the bottomless mass
of ooze beneath.
While the works presented in ‘Hypercarbon’ seem to have
a more formal appearance than McQuinn’s earlier works, one
easily detects in this glacially-slow invasion of the space, a
connection to the other media – particularly performance
and its intersection with visual culture, prominent within
McQuinn’s wider practice to date. It is Ireland’s vivid live art
landscape – the durational work, the aftermaths suggesting
so much that is left unsaid – that cradles these ancient life
forms. By combining the framed pieces and the sculptures
with a suggestion of an action that is outside our ability to
apprehend, ‘Hypercarbon’ invites the imagination to expand
into the vast unknown that lies beyond our view – the source
from which we sprang.

Austin McQuinn, Dharma Above Ground, ink on canvas 100 × 120 cm

Austin McQuinn’s exhibition, ‘Hypercarbon’, was specially commissioned by The Source Arts Centre and
ran from 12 September to 17 October 2020.
thesourceartscentre.ie
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Austin McQuinn, Blood Atlas III, ink and acrylic on canvas, 40 × 50 cm
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